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Abstract
Spatially-explicit individual-based models are important tools in forestry and plant ecology. They are
commonly implemented through custom computer coding that is time-consuming, may cause compatibility
and availability problems, and makes difficult the evaluation, comparison and re-use of model components.
Siplab is an R package that aims at improving this situation with a flexible computing environment that can
handle a variety of model forms, and without requiring advanced programming knowledge. The article briefly
reviews spatial individual-plant models, and then explains the general framework used by siplab to represent
such models in a unified way. The structure and practical use of the package are introduced through some of
the examples previously discussed.
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1 Introduction
Spatially-explicit individual-based models are widely used to investigate the development of plant
communities. In forestry they can be traced back to Reventlow (1960), who used them to produce yield tables
around the year 1800. Staebler (1951) introduced the idea of competition indices based on overlapping zones
of influence (ZOI), employed in much of the later work. Commonly known as distance-dependent individualtree models they proliferated once electronic computers became widely available, starting with Newnham and
Smith (1964). For operational growth and yield forecasting, since the 1980's these were largely replaced by
simpler distance-independent (aspatial) models, but remain important research tools (Weiskittel et al., 2011;
Burkhart and Tomé, 2012). In general plant ecology the interest in spatial individual-based models is more
recent (Grimm, 1999), but they have received much attention (Grimm and Railsback, 2005).
Computer implementations are usually specific to each model, and often poorly documented or not
publicly available. Therefore, it can be difficult to apply the models to new data and conditions, and to
evaluate or combine different ideas. Siplab (for Spatial Individual-Plant Modelling Laboratory) is a software
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package intended to lessen these problems
p
by facilitating
f
the implementaation and expploration of a wide varietyy
d
typess of spatial inndividual-based plant mod
dels (SIPMs),,
of modells. In what foollows I descrribe briefly different
discuss thheir represenntation in siplaab, and explaain the softwaare usage. Gaarcía (2014a) includes a more
m
technicall
and extennsive presenttation. Siplab uses the R sttatistical com
mputing system
m (R Developpment Core Team,
T
2009),,
and is freely availlable from the The Comprehensiv
C
ve R Archiive Networkk (CRAN, http://cran.r-project.oorg/web/packaages).
2 Spatial Individual--plant Models
SIPMs predict
p
indiviidual growthh and mortaliity rates as functions
f
of the plant sizze, and of an
a index thatt
encapsullates the effecct of competinng neighbors. The index may
m representt the results oof the capturee of resourcess
by the plant
p
(light, moisture,
m
nuttrients), whicch we call an
n assimilationn index. Alteernatively, on
ne can use a
competittion index, reelated to the difference
d
in resource cap
pture with andd without neiighbors. A th
hird approachh
predicts growth as thhe product of a potential free-growing value and a modifier tthat reduces the potentiall
m
can always
a
be wrritten as an assimilation
a
inndex divided
d by the free-dependinng on compettition. The modifier
growing potential assiimilation, so that the threee formulation
ns are essentiaally equivalennt (García, 20
014a).
mplify compuutation by coonsidering in
nteractions onnly for pairss of plants. That
T
is, onlyy
Manyy models sim
(scalar) distances beetween the subject
s
and its neighborrs are used, ignoring azzimuth and higher-orderr
n of neighborr
interactioons. In contraast, other models are "fullly spatial", deepending on the detailed cconfiguration
locationss.
2.1 Pairw
wise interacttions
An exam
mple is the model
m
of Staebbler (1951). Each
E
tree hass a circular zone
z
of influeence (ZOI), with
w a radiuss
proportioonal to the treee diameter at
a breast heighht (dbh, Fig. 1). It is assum
med that trees whose ZOIIs overlap aree
competittors. The com
mpetition suffered by a tree should depend in some
s
way onn the extent of the ZOII
intersectiions. Staeblerr ignored oveerlaps of 3 or more ZOIs, considering only
o
the ZOI intersectionss between thee
subject trree and eachh of the neighhbors taken one
o at a timee. In additionn, he avoided the complex
x intersectionn
area form
mula by usingg simply the radial
r
overlapp width; the competition inndex is the suum of these widths.
w

Fig. 1 Zonnes of influence (ZOI) and exxamples of pairrwise competitiion indices. Thee index of Staeebler (1951) is the sum of thee
ZOI overllap widths w, here
h
shown forr the subject tree A and comp
petitor B. The index of New
wnham and Smiith (1964) usess
instead thee angles θ.
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The model
m
of Newnham and Smith (1964)) is basically
y the same, but
b instead off the radial overlap
o
widthh
they usedd the angle subtended
s
by the intersecttion (Fig. 1). Their compeetition index is the sum of
o the angles..
Note thatt both the oveerlap width annd the angle are functions of the sizes and
a distance for a pair of trees.
t
Hegyyi (1974) deffined as neighhbors all treees within a given
g
distancee from the suubject, and used
u
a simplee
function of sizes and distance
d
to caalculate a com
mpetition indeex
(1))
m is over the neighbors of
o the subjectt tree i, d is dbh, and rij is the distannce between trees i and j
The sum
(originallly Hegyi addded 1 foot too rij but this offset
o
is usuaally ignored). Many otherr neighborho
ood rules andd
functionss of sizes andd distance havve been propoosed (Burkharrt and Tomé, 2012).
2.2 Fullyy spatial
Wyszom
mirski (1983) developed
d
a ZOI
Z overlap model wheree intersections are shared eequally amon
ng trees. Thiss
requires more inform
mation on the spatial conffiguration, no
ot just sizes and
a distancess; three-way and possiblyy
r
higher-orrder interactioons become relevant.

Fig. 2 Broown (1965) asseessed competitioon through the area of the Vorronoi polygons in a Dirichlet teessellation. Thee space or
resources available at eacch point are alloocated to the neearest tree.

a
(AP
PA) model off Brown (19965), which partitions
p
thee
Anotther example is the area potentially available
plane allocating pointts to the closest tree (Figuure 2). A treee growth ratee and death probability depends on thee
i polygon, which
w
relatess to the amouunt of availaable resourcess captured byy that tree an
nd acts as ann
area of its
assimilattion index. A number of variations
v
on this idea wheere the partitioning depennds on tree sizze have beenn
used (Buurkhart and Toomé, 2012).
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Fig. 3 Croowns in the TASS model movee upward with height growth, preserving theiir shape and maaintaining a num
mber of annuall
foliage layyers. Contact with
w neighbors generates
g
a tessellation of the plane
p
(possiblyy including unalllocated areas). After Mitchelll
(1975, pagge 7).

The TASS
T
model of Mitchell (1975)
(
is baseed on 3-dimensional crow
wn interactionss. It is assumed that radiall
crown grrowth is a fuunction of disstance from thhe top, ceasin
ng when the tree branchees become in contact withh
those of the neighborrs (Fig. 3). A certain numbber of annuall foliage layeers that receivve sufficient light
l
survive..
s
of consttant shape butt variable horrizontal exten
nt that movess
The resuult is that the green crown is a hollow shell
upward with
w height growth,
g
possiibly over-topping smaller trees that evventually die. Stem volum
me incrementt
depends on the amouunt of foliagee. It is seen thhat this is essentially deteermined by aan induced paartitioning off
t foliage deepth near freee crown edgees. Relationsh
hips betweenn
horizontaal space, exceept for some tapering of the
3-D crow
wn intersectioons and 2-D projection
p
parrtitioning werre analyzed by Gates et al.. (1979).
Wu et al. (1985) proposed an "ecologiccal field theo
ory", where plants havee a competitiive potentiall
w distancee
representted on the pllane by a funnction that deepends on plaant size and decreases exxponentially with
from the plant locatioon. Instead off an all-or-nonne allocation,, resources at each point arre shared acccording to thee
2000) is simiilar, but the ppotential is trruncated at 0
plant pottentials. The model of Beerger and Hilldenbrandt (2
beyond a certain distaance.
iplab Approaach
3 The Sip
Siplab caalculates com
mpetition or assimilation
a
inndices speciffied in ways that
t
include aand extend id
deas from thee
exampless above.
Describing pairwise interactioon models is simple; first one specifiies a neighboorhood rule for choosingg
potentiall competitorss. Then, one gives a funnction of sizees and distannce for a paair of neighbors, called a
competittion kernel. The
T competitioon kernel vallue is summeed over the neeighbors of a subject plantt to obtain itss
competittion index. Actually,
A
a seeparate neighhborhood rulee is optional,, it just identtifies pairs for
fo which thee
competittion kernel is 0, but it can be
b useful for clarity and to
o save some computation.
c
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Fig. 4 Exaamples of influeence functions. (a) ZOI interseections as in Wy
yszomirski (19883). (b) TASS. (c)-(e) Power functions
fu
based
on Gates et
e al. (1979). (f)) Berger and Hiildenbrandt (20000). From Garccía (2014a).

Fullyy spatial modeels are somew
what more coomplex, the sp
pecification innvolves 4 staages:
Resources. Siplab disscretizes an area
a into smalll pixels that contain
c
"resoources", e. g., light, moistu
ure, nutrients..
s
distribbution is usedd by most models, but anny other resouurce distributtion could bee
The defaault uniform spatial
given to study the effe
fect of spatial correlations, gradients, ettc.
Influencce function. The
T competittive potential of a plant iss described byy a given inffluence functiion, typicallyy
dependennt on the plannt size and deecreasing witth distance (F
Fig. 4). Exampples include cylinders for ZOI overlapp
models, the
t crown suurface of TAS
SS, the powerr functions off Gates et al. (1979), and tthe field poteentials of Wuu
et al. (19985) and Bergger and Hildenbrandt (2000). Brown'ss APA is gennerated by an influence fu
unction in thee
shape off a paraboloidd of revolutioon (Gates et al.,
a 1979; Gaarcía, 2014a).. Some of theese are proviided with thee
m others as R functions. A vector distance is passeed as an argu
ument, so thee
package, and it is eassy to program
d
lig
ght radiation or
o for other puurposes.
functionss could be asyymmetric forr simulating directional
Allotmen
nt. In APA and in TASS
S, at any poiint (or pixel)) the plant with
w the largeest influence takes all thee
resource;; competitionn at the point is completelyy asymmetricc or one-sidedd. In contrast, in ecologicaal field theoryy
and similar models thhe resource is shared amoong plants deepending on their
t
influencce function values.
v
Siplabb
a
to plaant i a proporrtion of the piixel's resourcces equal to
covers a range of posssibilities by allotting

(2))

a the sum iis over all thee plants withh
where φ are influencee function vaalues, α is ann asymmetry parameter, and
nds to compllete symmetrry, with equ
ual allotmentt
positive influence att that point. An α = 0 correspon
ortion to thee
independdently of sizze (Wyszomiirski, 1983), α = 1 alllocates the resource in direct propo
influencee values, and the limit α→
→ ∞ gives the one-sided
d allotment.
Efficienccy. For eachh plant, the allotted resoource is sum
mmed over all the pixells to compu
ute the plantt
assimilattion index. Alternatively,
A
the sum can be weighted by a user-suppplied efficieency function
n, reflecting a
distance--dependent reesource contrribution or utiilization costt. It might maake sense to uuse an efficieency functionn
of the sam
me form as thhe influence function,
f
scalled to be 1 at the plant locaation, and som
me of these are
a provided.
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In mixedd-species stannds, influencee and efficienccy function parameters
p
cann be species-dependent.
4 Implem
mentation an
nd Usage
Siplab is written in R,, on top of the spatstat spaatial statisticaal analysis paackage (Badddeley and Turn
ner, 2005). Itt
e
dataa structures and algorithm
ms already available
a
in spatstat, sim
mplifying thee
takes addvantage of efficient
additionaal coding andd documentaation needed for the plantt modelling computations
c
s. This strateg
gy facilitatess
also dataa preparation and the anallysis of simullation output,, which can make
m
use of ttools available in spatstatt
and otherr R componennts.
4.1 Pairw
wise
Competittion indices for
f pairwise interaction models
m
are ob
btained with the
t pairwise function. It makes
m
use off
the spatsstat function applynbd
a
t for any inndividual retu
that
urns a list of neighbors
n
sattisfying certaain conditionss,
resultingg in a straightfforward implementation. An
A example is
i computing Hegyi's index:
re
esult <- pairwise(
p
trees, ma
axR = 6, kernel = powers.ker,
kerpar = list(p
pi=1, pj=1
1, pr=1, smark="di
iameter")))
Here trees is a spatstat object of
o class ppp containing th
he tree coordiinates and atttributes (mark
ks), maxR =
6 specifiies a 6 m circuular neighborrhood, and po
owers.ker
r is a built-in competition kernel functio
on
(3))
a generaalization of eqq. (1) that inncludes manyy of the comp
petition indicces in the liteerature. The kerpar listt
contains parameters passed
p
on to the
t competitiion kernel fun
nction, in thiss instance thee kernel expo
onents and ann
identifierr for the sizee variable. The
T result is the trees object with an additionaal variable co
ontaining thee
competittion indices.
The general
g
form of a call to pairwise
p
iss
pa
airwise(pl
lants, ma
axN, maxR,
, select, selpar, kernel, kerpar)
Default argument
a
valuues are NULL
L, except for plants and
d kernel thhat are requireed. Besides th
he argumentss
in the exxample abovee, maxN speccifies a maxim
mum numberr of trees in the neighborh
rhood, and se
elect, withh
parameteers in selpa
ar, is an optioonal logical fuunction defin
ning more genneral neighboorhood rules.
Severral common forms of ker
rnel and se
elect are in
ncluded in thee package. Otthers can be programmed,
p
,
most easily by editingg one of the available
a
funcctions.
4.2 Fullyy spatial
The funcction assim
milation calculates
c
asssimilation ind
dices for fully spatial moodels. Option
nally, it alsoo
computes free-growinng assimilatioons, so that competition in
ndices or poteential/modifier forms can be obtained..
As an exxample, the foollowing call gives assimillation indicess based on thee TASS modeel of Mitchelll (1975):
re
esult <- assimilat
a
tion(trees
s, influence = tas
ss.inf,
infpar = list(b
b=3.432, c=6.1,
c
sm
mark=1), asym
a
= Inf)
The ppp
p object trees contains the tree coorrdinates in meters,
m
and thhe heights as the first or only
o
mark. Itt
uses thee built-in inffluence funcction tass.inf with the parameteers in infpar, one-sideed allotmentt
(asymmeetry index α→
→ ∞), and thhere is no effficiency weig
ghting. The assimilation
a
indices are reeturned as ann
additionaal mark nameed aindex.
The general
g
form,, showing deffault argumennt values, is:
as
ssimilatio
on(plants, pixsize
e = 0.2, resource = 1,
influen
nce = gno
omon.inf, infpar = list(a=1
1, b=4, smark=1),
asym = Inf, eff
ficiency = flat.eff, effpar
r = NULL,
IAEES
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plot = TRUE, afree = FALSE, centroid = FALSE)
Additional arguments are the pixel size pixsize, an array or function resource with the resource spatial
distribution (defaulting to uniform), an efficiency function efficiency with parameters in effpar, and
flags for the optional output of graphics, free-growing assimilation, and centroid of the effective assimilation
for each plant. The centroids were used in García (2014b), where the Supplementary Files contain examples of
advanced siplab use.
Assimilation or competition indices near the edges of the sample are distorted because competitors are
missing. Functions edges and core are available to correct for edge effects by omitting border trees or by
plot replication.
Full usage details are
/packages/siplab/siplab.pdf.

available

in

the

Reference

Manual

at

http://cran.r-project.org/web

5 Conclusions
Siplab calculates competition or assimilation indices specified in ways that include and extend many of those
described in the literature. It is possible to emulate published models, generalize them, and to "mix and match"
components from different models. This is done within a flexible and convenient computational environment
that does not require major programming skills. It is expected that this and similar approaches may improve
transparency and reproducibility in forest modelling, and allow for the evaluation and comparison of
alternative formulations on an equal footing.
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